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Abstract. In this article, the scattering of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) into
photons at holes is investigated. A local, electrically excited source of SPPs using a
scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) produces an outgoing circular plasmon wave
on a thick (200 nm) gold film on glass containing holes of 250, 500 and 1000 nm
diameter. Fourier plane images of the photons from hole-scattered plasmons show
that the larger the hole diameter, the more directional the scattered radiation. These
results are confirmed by a model where the hole is considered as a distribution of
horizontal dipoles whose relative amplitudes, directions, and phases depend linearly
on the local SPP electric field. An SPP-Young’s experiment is also performed, where
the STM-excited SPP-wave is incident on a pair of 1 µm diameter holes in the thick
gold film. The visibility of the resulting fringes in the Fourier plane is analyzed to
show that the polarization of the electric field is maintained when SPPs scatter into
photons. From this SPP-Young’s experiment, an upper bound of ≈ 200 nm for the
radius of this STM-excited source of surface plasmon polaritons is determined.
PACS numbers: 07.79.Cz, 42.25.Fx,42.25.Hz,73.20.Mf
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1. Introduction
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are intensely studied for their use in potential
nanophotonic applications as their electromagnetic fields can be confined to dimensions
much smaller than the wavelength of light[1]. SPPs are a key element in the
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of light[2] through arrays of holes of
subwavelength diameter in opaque metal films, a phenomenon which has generated much
excitement and fundamental and applied research[3, 4]. Despite this intense activity, an
understanding of the scattering of SPPs into photons at holes remains incomplete.
In order to understand the scattering of plasmons into photons at holes and better
understand EOT, a well-controlled experiment is necessary. In such an experiment,
surface plasmon polaritons must be excited on the sample away from the hole, and
the plasmons must have the opportunity to propagate to and interact with the hole.
An experiment using this geometry has recently been reported[5] in which the authors
focused on the scattering of an SPP plane wave from a single subwavelength hole into
forward and radial plasmon waves. To our knowledge, however, an extensive study on
the SPP scattering from a single subwavelength hole into photons has not been realized
before our work. Single holes have also been investigated by directly exciting the hole
and measuring the transmitted light in the far field[6, 7, 8], in the near-field[9, 10, 11] or
using a leakage radiation microscope[12]. A scanning near-field microscope (SNOM) tip
in illumination mode has also been used to investigate single subwavelength holes[13, 14].
However, the spatial and angular distribution of the light scattered from SPPs at single
holes, has not been studied until now.
Young’s experiment—the observation of an interference pattern when an opaque
screen perforated by two holes is placed before a light source—has been investigated
under various different forms involving plasmons[14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27]. In particular, an “all SPP” version has been demonstrated where the
“holes” are replaced by two metal stripe waveguides[15]. Hole pairs have also been
optically excited simultaneously[17, 18], as well as individually[19, 20], demonstrating
the existence of plasmon propagation between slits in such experiments[18, 19, 20, 21].
The light scattered from the ends of a locally excited nanowire may also be considered a
type of Young’s experiment[28, 29]. Again, however, the interference between the light
scattered at two holes from propagating surface plasmons has never been previously
examined. Such an experiment is important as it provides a method for studying the
coherence of SPPs.
In this article, we investigate the scattering of surface plasmon polaritons into
photons at single and double holes on a 200 nm-thick gold film. These SPPs are excited
electrically and locally with a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), producing an
outgoing circular plasmon wave[30, 31]. This local excitation, the ability to precisely
position the excitation source and the absence of any background light from the
excitation are essential for these experiments. For the single hole experiment, diameters
of 250, 500 and 1000 nm are considered. The scattered light at the holes is seen to be
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directional along the tip-hole axis and this directionality increases with hole diameter.
For the double hole case, we see that the visibility of the resulting interference pattern
varies as a result of excitation position due to the polarization of the STM-excited
plasmons. Simulations where the hole scattering is considered as a series of in-plane
coherent dipoles are in good agreement with the experimental results. This work
demonstrates a novel method for studying the coherence properties of surface plasmon
polaritons and allows us to estimate an upper bound for the size of the excitation source.
2. Experimental methods
The sample used consists of a 200 nm-thick (i.e., opaque) gold film deposited on glass.
Widely spaced single and pairs of holes with diameters of 250, 500 and 1000 nm are
etched in the film by focused ion beam lithography. The SPP-excitation on the gold
film is carried out using an ambient STM coupled to an inverted optical microscope
equipped with a x100 oil immersion objective (numerical aperture NA= 1.45)[30, 32].
Photons produced by the scattering of SPPs at the single holes and at the hole pairs
are collected below the sample and focused onto a cooled charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera. An extra lens may be added in order to image the Fourier plane on the CCD
camera. The collected light may also be analyzed with a spectrometer. For all real space
and Fourier space images shown in the following, the STM parameters are Itunnel= 6 nA,
VS= 2.8 V and the integration time of the CCD camera is 60 s. The STM tip used is
made of electrochemically etched tungsten.
3. Single hole scattering
Figure 1(a) shows the principle of the single hole experiment. The STM tip excites a
circularly propagating plasmon wave (on the gold-air interface) which upon reaching
the hole is scattered into photons. Figures 1(b)-(d) show the real plane images obtained
during such an experiment for three holes of different diameter. In each case the STM
tip excitation position is denoted by the yellow dot in the figure.
The real space image varies as a function of hole diameter. For the subwavelength
250 nm hole, the real space image consists of three bright spots aligned along the tip-hole
axis, with the brightest spot centered on the hole. This is reminiscent of a horizontal
dipole above a glass substrate[33]. The result for the 500 nm hole consists of a single
bright spot centered on the hole and the largest (1 µm) diameter again gives rise to
a three spot pattern along the tip-hole axis. This time the brightest spot is the one
that is farthest from the tip excitation position. Note that this result is reminiscent of
the prolate shape observed in [14] whose orientation depends on the polarization of the
SNOM excitation light.
Figures 1(e)-(g) and the vertical cross-sections (h)-(j) show the corresponding
Fourier plane images for the single hole experiments. The differences due to hole
diameter are even more remarkable in the Fourier plane. A slight asymmetry is observed
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for the Fourier plane image of the 250 nm hole with a symmetry axis along the tip-hole
direction. This asymmetry becomes more and more pronounced as the size of the hole
increases, with the radiation clearly forward-peaked near the air/glass critical angle for
the largest sized hole (1 µm).
Figure 1(k)-(q) shows the simulation results of Fourier plane images for the three
different hole diameters. A hole is modelled as a distribution of horizontal dipoles
~P (~r) whose relative amplitudes, directions, and phases at a point ~r = [x, y] in the
plane depend linearly on the local SPP in-plane electric field ~E(~r) of the incoming SPP
plane wave at the same location. We have ~P (~r) = α~E(~r) where the polarizability α
is chosen constant for simplicity. The radiation field imaged in the Fourier plane of
the high NA objective is calculated by using the exact Green dyadic propagator for
the electromagnetic field in the non-paraxial regime[34, 35, 36, 37], and by summing
over the dipole distribution in the hole. See the Appendix A for further details. As
in the case of the experimental data, the emitted radiation becomes strongly peaked
in the forward direction as the hole diameter increases. This may be understood
as a diffraction/interference phenomenon in which the emitted radiation interferes
constructively in the forward direction and destructively otherwise. Thus we may
consider the scattering of plasmons from holes analogous to the scattering of light by
particles, where the object’s response to an optical excitation is considered multipolar,
and retardation effects are taken into account. It is these resulting phase differences
which give rise to the directivity of the scattered light.
4. Double hole scattering: Young’s experiment
In the next experiment a pair of 1 µm-diameter holes separated by 2 µm is used.
In figure 2(a) the principle of the experiment is explained and a scanning electron
microscope image of the hole pair is displayed. The STM tip is positioned along the
y-axis (i.e., the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the two holes) and a circular
plasmon wave is excited on the Au film with the STM. The SPP wavefronts travel a
distance |~r| to the holes before being scattered into the far field. As in Young’s double
slit experiment, an interference fringe pattern will be observed in the Fourier plane if
there is a fixed phase difference between the radiation from the two holes.
From these experiments we gain information on the plasmon source size,
polarization and coherence. Figure 2(b)-(i) shows Fourier plane images and the
corresponding cross-sections of the resulting fringes when the STM tip is used to excite
SPPs at different positions along the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the two
holes. As the tip is moved away from the two holes, a dramatic increase in the contrast
or visibility is initially observed. The visibility then stabilizes near a value of 1 for tip
positions even further away on the y-axis. The visibility is defined as
V =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin
(1)
where Imax and Imin are the intensities corresponding the maximum and adjacent
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minimum of the fringes[38].
The low value of the fringe visibility for tip positions close to the hole pair may
be understood by considering the polarization of the excited plasmons. As a first
approximation we consider the two holes as point sources whose in-plane electric fields
are in the direction of SPP propagation (i.e., r̂1 and r̂2, see figure 2(a)). Thus we have
~E1 = | ~E1|e
iφ1 r̂1
~E2 = | ~E2|e
iφ2 r̂2
(2)
where | ~Ei| and φi are the amplitude and phase respectively of the two point sources.
When these two sources interfere in the Fourier plane we get
I(k) = | ~E1e
−ik d
2 + ~E2e
ik d
2 |2
= | ~E1|
2 + | ~E2|
2 + ~E1 · ~E2
∗
e−ikd + ~E1
∗
· ~E2 e
ikd
(3)
where d is the distance between the two holes and k = 2pi
λ0
n sin θ is the coordinate in the
Fourier plane (i.e., the in-plane component of the wave vector of the emitted radiation.
λ0 is the photon wavelength in free space and n is the index of refraction and θ is the
angle with respect to the optical axis). Thus, after averaging over a finite interval longer
than the coherence time and taking into account the correlations between the optical
disturbances at each hole we obtain
I(k) = I1 + I2 + 2 cos(α)
√
I1I2 |γ12(τ)| cos(kd+∆φ) (4)
with
I1 = | ~E1|
2 and I2 = | ~E2|
2 (5)
cos(α) = r̂1 · r̂2 =
y2 − (d/2)2
y2 + (d/2)2
(6)
where γ12(τ) is the complex degree of coherence[39], and is related to the ability of
the light from the two holes to form interference fringes. I1 and I2 are the respective
intensities at each hole. τ is a time interval equal to the path difference between the
source and the two holes divided by the velocity. With the same plasmon wavefront
arriving at the two holes at the same time (see figure 2(a)) we have τ = 0 and ∆φ = 0.
The cos(α) term is the result of the in-plane polarization of the source plasmons.
From the definition of the visibility (equation 1) and the above (equation 4) and
taking I1 = I2 since the holes are equidistant from the source we obtain
V (visibility) = cos(α) |γ12(0)| =
y2 − (d/2)2
y2 + (d/2)2
|γ12(0)| (7)
Thus when the holes are 2 µm apart (d/2=1 µm) and the excitation point is 1 µm
away from the hole axis (y = 1 µm) cos(α) = 0 and the visibility falls to zero. This is
confirmed in figure 2(b) and (f) where no fringes are seen. It should be noted that while
there is less and less overlap between the scattered light from the two holes as the tip is
brought closer to them due to the directionality of the scattering, it is the polarization
of the scattered light that causes the lack of interference fringes. On the other hand,
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when the tip is comparatively far from the holes as in figure 2(e) and (i) (y = 16 µm),
cos(α) ∼= 1 and the visibility is maximal. This evolution of the visibility with the tip
excitation position is shown in more detail in figure 3 (blue data points). These results
clearly show that the light scattered at the two holes maintains the initial polarization
of the incident plasmon wave.
Figure 2(j)-(m) shows the simulation results for the hole pair experiments. Again
the calculations agree well with the experimental data. The small discrepancies at large
angle (i.e. large kx, ky) between the data and our model are possibly due to geometrical
aberrations in the objective that are not taken into account in the simulation. Another
source of error may be that no hole-reflected SPP wave is taken into account.
Not only do these experimental results tell us about the source polarization, but
also about the source size. If we approximate the source seen by the two holes as a
disc and use the van Cittert-Zernike theorem[38, 39] we can determine the degree of
coherence |γ12(0)| at the two holes[40]. This formalism is only valid when both the
source and hole separation are small compared to the tip-hole distance. Once these
conditions are satisfied, the degree of coherence |γ12(0)| is equal to the absolute value
of the normalized Fourier transform of the intensity function of the source, or more
explicitly for a circular source :
|γ12(0)| =
2J1(β)
β
with β ≈
2π
λ0
ρd
y
(8)
ρ is the radius of the circular source, d is the distance between the two holes, λ0 is
the wavelength and y is the perpendicular distance from the source to the hole axis. Of
these variables, only the size of the source is unknown. Thus from the data we can first
determine the visibility (via equation 1) then find the degree of coherence |γ12(0)| from
equation 7 and finally estimate an upper bound for the source size from equation 8. In
figure 3, we have plotted the visibility for different values of the source radius ρ and
find a best fit to the data for the case where ρ ≈ 200 nm. Note that all the curves
for ρ < 200 nm pass through the error bars of the data so that this is indeed only
an upper bound for the effective source size. The error introduced by the fact that
the source is not strictly monochromatic may be shown to be on the order of 2% (see
Appendix B). If the STM tip excitation position is no longer restricted to the y-axis
(i.e., the perpendicular bisector of the hole axis), then the plasmon path difference for
the source to each of the two holes is no longer zero and τ 6= 0. In such an experiment,
|γ12(τ)| may be determined and the temporal coherence of the STM-excited surface
plasmons investigated.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion we have shown that the radiation from STM-excited SPPs scattered at
holes becomes more and more directional as the hole size increases. This effect has been
reproduced using a dipolar model. An SPP-Young’s experiment has been performed and
the visibility as a function of the excitation position investigated, demonstrating that
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the polarization is maintained when SPPs are scattered into photons at holes. From this
visibility data, an upper bound of≈ 200 nm on the SPP source size has been determined.
Such a small, electrically-excited SPP source that generates no background excitation
radiation is a unique tool for the study of SPP coherence, and quantum SPP properties
such as wave particle duality and SPP coupling to quantum emitters[28, 41, 42, 43].
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Appendix A: Model
In our model we consider a cylindrical hole of radius a and height h in a metal film
with permittivity εmetal. The mathematical approach consists of removing a cylinder of
metal from the film of thickness h and replacing it with an identical cylinder filled with
air (i.e., with permittivity εair ≃ 1).
The electric displacement field D(M) at point M in the region surrounding each hole is
given by a Lippman Schwinger integral D(M) = DSPP(M)+
∫
V
d3x′G¯film(M,M
′)(εair−
εmetal)E(M
′) where G¯film(M,M
′) is the total dyadic Green tensor corresponding to
the film without a hole, the integration volume V corresponds to the cylindrical
region occupied by the hole (filled with air) and DSPP(M) is the incident SPP field
propagating along the interface z = 0 and existing without the hole. In the transmitted
region (i.e., in the substrate), DSPP(M) ≈ 0 and only the volume integral survives.
Now, to a first-order (Born) approximation, we can write in the transmitted region
D(M) ≃
∫
V
d3x′G¯film(M,M
′)(ε0−ε1)ESPP(M
′), where ESPP is the incident unperturbed
SPP field. However, since the SPP field strongly decays in the metal (penetration length
≃ 10nm) the volume integral evolves into a surface integral over the aperture area S:
D(M) ≃ i
k1
∫
S
d2r′G¯film(M, r
′, z′ = 0−)(ε0 − ε1)ESPP(r
′, z′ = 0−), where the coefficient
i
k1
arises from the integration of the SPP exponential decay in the metal. We point out
that it is mainly the in-plane field which contributes to the signal since in the metal
|Ez| ≪ |E|||.
Finally, in the far-field the propagation through the microscope can be taken into account
by modifying the dyadic Green function. In the Fourier plane of the objective the signal
field is therefore to a first approximation proportional to the structure factor defined by
Q[k||] =
∫
S
d2r′e−ik||·r
′
ESPP(r
′). (A.1)
which is calculated for the in-plane wave vector k|| = 2π/λ · n sin θ[cosϕxˆ + sinϕyˆ] (n
is the oil index, θ and ϕ are the angle of photon emission in the spherical coordinate
system with symmetry axis z). In our model we also take into account the modification
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of this formula using the formalism developed by Tang et al.[36] for large numerical
aperture microscope objectives. The dependence of the results on wavelength is found
to be weak in the wavelength range of interest. Consequently, the calculations used the
peak wavelength of the measured spectrum.
Appendix B: Spectrum
The error introduced by the fact that the source is not strictly monochromatic may be
shown to be on the order of 2%. The coherence length Lc of a source may be determined
from its spectral bandwidth ∆ν via the expression[44]
Lc = vplasmon
√
2 ln 2
π
1
∆ν
. (B.1)
where vplasmon is the plasmon wave velocity. From a spectral measurement of the light
scattered by a pair of 1 µm diameter holes (see figure B1) we obtain a value of ≈ 2 µm
for Lc. Similarly, the degree of coherence as a function of path difference l is given by
the expression[44]
|γ(l)| = exp(−
π
2
l2
L2c
) (B.2)
Using the value of Lc found from the measured spectrum and l = ρ ≈ 200 nm for the
(maximum) path difference we obtain |γ(200nm)| ≈ 0.98 (compared to a value of 1 that
would be obtained with a strictly mono-chromatic source with infinite coherence length).
From equation 7 in the main text we see that the resulting error on the visibility will
be at most on the order of 2%.
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Figure 1. Single hole scattering: (a) Sketch of the experiment. The STM tip is
positioned 1 µm from the hole (yellow dot in parts (b) to (d)) and excites an outgoing
circular plasmon wave on the thick (200 µm) gold film (STM parameters Itunnel= 6 nA
and VS= 2.8 V). When the SPP wave interacts with the hole, the emitted photons are
collected below the substrate. (b)-(d) Real space images for hole diameters of 250, 500
and 1000 nm. The real space image clearly varies as the hole diameter increases. (e)-
(g) Fourier plane results and (h)-(j) corresponding cross-sections obtained along the
vertical axis of the figure (see the dotted red line in part (e)). ky is the y-component
of the wave vector and k0 the free space wave vector. As the hole diameter increases
the directionality of the scattered light becomes more and more pronounced. Single
hole simulation results: (k)-(m) Fourier plane images and (n)-(p) corresponding cross-
sections obtained along the vertical axis of the figure. The hole diameters are (k) 250,
(l) 500 and (m) 1000 nm. As in the case of the experimental results, as the hole
diameter increases the directionality of the scattered light becomes more and more
pronounced.
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Figure 2. Hole pair scattering and interference—Young’s experiment: (a) Principle of
the experiment and scanning electron micrograph of the two holes; in the experiment
the STM excites a circular plasmon wave on a thick Au film and the SPP wave
scatters into photons at the two 1 µm diameter holes. (b)-(i) Fourier plane images
and corresponding cross-sections obtained by collecting the emitted light below the
substrate for tip excitation positions of (b), (f) 1 µm, (c), (g) 2 µm , (d),(h) 4 µm
and (e), (i) 16 µm along the y-axis (see part (a)). The cross-sections are obtained
perpendicular to the fringes where the fringe intensity is maximal (see the dotted red
line in part (b)). kx is the x-component of the wave vector and k0 the free space
wave vector. Note the decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio due to the fact that the
excitation point is far from the holes in (i) (y = 16µm). (j)-(q) Hole pair simulation
results: Two (plane) plasmon waves propagating from the “tip” located at (j), (n) 1 µm
(k),(o) 2 µm, (l), (p) 4 µm and (m), (q) 16 µm along the y-axis (see figure 2(a)) are
incident on two 1 µm diameter holes separated by 2 µm. As in the experimental results,
the calculated Fourier plane images show no fringes when the polarization of the two
incoming plasmon waves is orthogonal (j),(n), and the visibility of the fringes increases
as the “tip” is moved away from the holes and the polarization of the two incoming
plasmon waves becomes more and more parallel. The agreement with experiment
is best for larger values of y. This may be because effects such as the creation of
plasmons at one hole and their subsequent interaction with the other hole would be
more significant for smaller values of y and are not included in the model.
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Figure 3. Visibility as a function of tip-hole axis distance (y): the blue dots show
the data obtained from figures such as figure 2(b)-(i) above. The curves are obtained
from equations 7 and 8 with d = 2 µm and λ0=700 nm; ρ is the radius of the source.
Note that equation 8 is only valid for y >> d, i.e., for tip-hole axis distances that are
large as compared to the hole separation.
Figure B1. Spectra of STM-excited plasmons scattered by a pair of 1 µm diameter
holes in a 200 nm thick Au film. STM parameters are Itunnel= 6 nA, VS= 2.8 V and
the integration time is 300 s. The STM tip is located 2 µm from the hole axis, along
its perpendicular bisector, i.e., y = 2 µm.
